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‘Quantum leap’ in enclosure cooling cuts energy use by 75%



	20 April, 2015
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The German enclosures giant Rittal has developed a new way of cooling enclosures that it describes a “quantum leap”. Initial results from a pilot installation at Audi are showing energy savings of 75% compared to Rittal’s previous TopTherm Blue e cooling systems. The new Blue e+ system is also claimed to deliver benefits in terms of flexibility, safety and ease of use.


The new system – the result of four years of development – made its debut at this month’s Hannover Fair. It uses a patented hybrid process that combines compressor cooling with passive cooling using heat pipes. The compressor is used only when the passive cooling is insufficient.

The control strategy is optimised to achieve high energy efficiencies in part-load operation. Rittal claims that the Blue e+ is six times more efficient than conventional cooling at a 15% load, when operating in the pure heat-pipe mode. At a part-load of 65%, both systems operate together, four times more efficiently than a conventional cooling system.

The efficiency of the compressor is said to be particularly high, with DC motors being used both for the fans and for the compressor. Inverter technology is used to control the compressor and fan speeds via a voltage control system, to ensure that the cooling output is always the precise amount needed at the time.

In the pilot installation that has been running at Audi’s Ingolstadt plant since January, the new system is being compared to production control enclosures using previous Rittal cooling systems. “Compared with the current TopTherm Blue e systems and under the same conditions, we have so far achieved energy savings of 75% with the Blue e+”, reports Andreas Korn, from Audi’s automation technology planning division. “Rittal is definitively setting new standards for energy efficiency in enclosure climate control.” The tests are due to continue for a year.

The precise cooling control is also claimed to reduce thermal stresses on components inside an enclosure, eliminating the temperature fluctuations associated with conventional two-point control systems. As well as increasing the service life of the components and compressor, this should also lead to higher process reliability.
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 Rittal's new cooling systems can be parameterised wirelessly using a smartphone 
 
 






In another field trial, at the German machine-builder Kapp Werkzeugmaschinen, temperature fluctuations have been cut by 95%, compared to conventionally regulated cooling systems. Since January, a wall-mounted Blue e+ cooling system has been assessed against an existing wall-mounted two-point controlled cooling system using identical enclosures.

Measurements of the temperatures inside the older enclosure deviated by 5K from the set value, while with the new cooling system the deviation was only 0.2K from the set value over the same period. “This result really surprised and impressed me,” says Alfred Tenner, Kapp’s head of measurement and control. “Given the temperature accuracy of Rittal’s new Blue e+ cooling units, we can significantly reduce the thermal stress on our control systems and automatically increase the life of our systems.”
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►  To view a digital copy of the latest issue of Drives & Controls, click here.

► To visit the digital library of past issues, click here 

►  To subscribe to the magazine, click here
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